Conference to Celebrate the Works and Contributions of Burton G. Malkiel

Sponsored by the Bendheim Center for Finance, Princeton University

8:30-9:00  Continental Breakfast
           145 Peyton Hall

9:00-9:30  Introduction, Richard E. Quandt, Princeton University

9:30-10:15 “Rethinking Monetary Policy in a Very Low Inflation Environment,”
           Alan Blinder, Princeton University

10:15 -11:00 “Do Expert Ratings Measure Quality?: The Case of Restaurant Wine Lists,”
              Orley Ashenfelter, Princeton University

11:00-11:15 Coffee Break

11:15-12:00 “An Exploration of Optimal Stabilization Policy”
              Greg Mankiw, Harvard University

12:00-12:45 “Invisible Hand vs. Visible Hand”
             Jianping Mei, Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business

12:45 – 2:00 Lunch
              Library, Bendheim Center for Finance

2:00-2:45  “Hard Times”
           John Campbell, Harvard University

2:45-3:30  “What Is An Index?”
           Andrew Lo, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

3:30-3:45  Coffee Break

3:45-4:30  “Concocting Cocos”
           George von Furstenberg, Indiana University

6:00-7:00  Reception - Please note this is an invitation only event
           Library, Prospect House

7:00-9:00  Dinner - Please note this is an invitation only event
           Garden Room, Prospect House